
Signature Presence and 
Mastery in Use of Self:
Making a Positive Difference 

in your world

Workshop leader: 
Dorothy E. Siminovitch, PhD, MCC 
Author of A Gestalt Coaching Primer: The Path Toward Awareness IQ 

and Gestalt Center for Coaching Faculty

Dorothy E. 
Siminovitch, 
PhD, MCC
a Master Certified Coach, is founder 
of Gestalt Coaching Works, LLC and 
an international coach, consultant, 
group facilitator, presenter/speaker, 
and author. She is founder, 
co-owner, faculty, and Director of 
Training for the Gestalt Coaching 
Programs in Istanbul and in 
Toronto, both ICF-ACTP coach 
training programs. She is also 
co‐founder of the Gestalt Center for 
Coaching, which delivers 
ICF-accredited coach training 
workshops and extended 
programs internationally. Dorothy 
is a graduate of Case Western 
Reserve University’s prestigious 
Department of Organizational 
Behavior. Dorothy provides 
world‐class training in and 
transformative human 
development through 
Gestalt-based coaching and 
holistic approaches, leading to 
outstanding results for individuals, 
groups, and organizations. Her 
specialties are coaching for 
signature presence, leadership 
presence and peak performance, 
overcoming derailment, and 
working with high performance 
groups and teams. She presents 
additional training and 
development opportunities at the 
International Coach Federation 
conferences and by invitation 
worldwide. She is evolving an 
integrative application of 
Gestalt-based practice though the 
Awareness IntelligenceTM project. 
She can be reached at 
dorothy@gestaltcoachingworks.com.

      

• Strengthen your capacity to embody your strengths and complexity

• Explore the impact you make in your interventions

• Access your diversity to meet the diversity of your clients

• Strengthen trust with yourself and those you work with

Self awareness and strong use of self are critical practitioner success variables are 
often more powerful that a  specific set of tools. A compelling presence is a 
competitive advantage for coaches, consultants, and leaders. Presence is challenging 
to define because of its uniqueness across individuals, but, it is a decisive factor in 
attracting clients and inspiring others. 

This highly experiential 3-day workshop is designed to address key aspects of your 
presence and your intentional use of self in the service of effectiveness, creativity, 
and satisfaction. Assessing and developing one’s own presence requires the context 
of others. We learn about the impact of our presence only by learning what we evoke 
or provoke in others. Thus the creation of a safe environment, with a rigorous demand 
for courage and trust, is an essential component of the workshop.

The workshop uses the power of groups as a vehicle for exploring presence and use of 
self across levels of system: individuals, dyads, the group itself, and the larger institutional 
context of the group. Group configurations provide the practice opportunities that are 
accompanied by varied and intense feedback regarding participants’ leadership styles 
and skills.

The workshop is open to coaches, consultants, trainers, HR specialists, leaders. 

For program information, contact Dorothy Siminovitch at 
dorothy@gestaltcoachingworks.com
For registration information, info@gestaltcoachingworks.com

Cancellation details visit 

gestaltcoachingworks.com

18 CCEUs

Early Bird & Scholarships with early registration

Full Registration

$700 USD (by Feb. 14th, 2021)

$900 USD (after Feb. 14th, 2021)

Location

Who should Attend

Dates
March 4-7, 2021

8:30 am-1:30 pm 
New York time

16:30 pm-9:30 pm 
Istanbul time


